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Abstract
Arsenate (As5+) substitution in the hydroxylapatite structure was examined using a combination
of crystallographic and spectroscopic techniques. Samples of hydroxylapatite, the As5+-substituted
analog (synthetic johnbaumite), and five intermediate compositions were synthesized from solution.
Synchrotron X-ray diffraction data show that all samples are single-phase, confirming complete
substitution. No evidence is found for lowering of symmetry below P63/m. Rietveld structure refinements show progressive expansion of the unit cell with increasing As substitution, which can be
accounted for primarily by an average expansion of the tetrahedral site. Sizes of Ca polyhedra show
little variation as a result of As substitution. NMR results show no evidence for local clustering of
PO4 tetrahedra. EXAFS confirms that the size of As-centered tetrahedra remains constant across the
solid-solution series.
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Introduction
Occurrences of dissolved As in surface and ground waters
and observed adverse health effects have emphasized the need
for better understanding of reactions that govern As mobility
in the environment. Arsenic is commonly released to aqueous
solutions by oxidative weathering of arsenides and reduced
As in ore minerals and by dissolution of arsenite and arsenate
minerals formed in oxidation zones of ore bodies. Release of
As species sorbed onto mineral surfaces is also recognized as
a source of dissolved As. Anthropogenic sources may also be
important locally. Incorporation of As in precipitating phases is
one of the dominant strategies for its removal from water. The
effectiveness of this sequestration approach depends on the
solubility and stability of the As-containing phase. Solubilities
of As3+ and As5+ minerals vary widely, and As3+ and As5+ aqueous
species, dominantly oxyanions, may be mobile in surface waters
depending on redox and pH conditions. Much attention has been
given to methods for removal of dissolved As from wastewaters
associated with mining activities (Robins 1985; Nishimura and
Robins 1998; Donahue and Hendry 2003) and from drinking
water (Mondal et al. 2006; Choong et al. 2007). In the case of
As5+-containing waters, addition of lime has been used widely
to induce precipitation of calcium arsenate phases. Despite the
overall effectiveness of this method, studies have shown that
solubilities of some initially formed calcium arsenates are not
sufficiently low to limit dissolved arsenate concentrations within
water quality guidelines (Robins 1981). In addition, the high pH
* E-mail: rjreeder@stonybrook.edu
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values caused by lime addition favor uptake of atmospheric CO2
over time, which has been shown to result in conversion of some
initially formed calcium arsenate phases to calcium carbonate,
accompanied by release of As (Robins 1985). Nevertheless,
precipitation of calcium arsenate phases remains a widely used
method for limited removal of As from waste and drinking
waters and may control dissolved arsenate concentrations in
some natural waters.
Nishimura and Robins (1998) and Bothe and Brown (1999a,
1999b) conducted extensive synthesis experiments at ambient
temperatures to evaluate the conditions of formation and solubilities of different calcium arsenates. Their results demonstrated
that different phases form, depending on subtle variations in
synthesis conditions. The formation products varied in Ca/
As stoichiometry, degree of hydration, and solubility. Several
groups (Bothe and Brown 1999a, 1999b; Massuyes et al. 1969;
Mahapatra et al. 1987; Myneni et al. 1997, 1998; Moon et al.
2004; Zhu et al. 2006) have synthesized the phase Ca5(AsO4)3OH,
which corresponds to the mineral johnbaumite, first described by
Dunn et al. (1980). This mineral phase is the arsenate analog of
hydroxylapatite, Ca5(PO4)3OH, as well as the hydroxyl analog
of svabite, Ca5(AsO4)3F. Because hydroxylapatite (HAP) is the
most stable form of calcium phosphate and exhibits a moderately
low solubility, Nishimura and Robins (1998) speculated that the
arsenate analog, Ca5(AsO4)3OH, designated hereafter as AsHAP,
is also likely to exhibit a low solubility, and therefore may be
effective in limiting dissolved arsenate concentrations. Experimental studies, however, have demonstrated that the solubility
of AsHAP is significantly greater than that of HAP (Bothe and
Brown 1999b; Mahapatra et al. 1987; Myneni et al. 1997; Zhu et
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Experimental methods
Synthesis methods
Two different solution growth methods were explored for synthesizing samples.
The method that produced samples having better crystallinity for X-ray diffraction
was adapted from the procedure described by Nelson and Featherstone (1982). This
method (method 1) was used to synthesize samples of pure HAP and AsHAP, and
five intermediate compositions in the solid-solution series. A sample of nearly pure
AsHAP (~1% P) was also synthesized for 31P NMR study only, effectively allowing
characterization across the entire solid-solution series. For the pure HAP, 50 mL of
0.19 M KH2PO4 with 0.1 M KNO3 as a background electrolyte was added dropwise
using a syringe pump at a precalibrated rate (0.25 mL/min) into 50 mL of a 0.21 M
Ca(NO3)2 solution with 0.1 M KNO3, which was kept at 75–80 °C over the duration
of the experiment. The solution pH was maintained at 10.0 using an autotitrator

with 2 N KOH, with constant stirring using a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) stir
bar. White precipitate was observed to form following addition of phosphate from
the syringe. Synthesis of AsHAP or HAP-AsHAP solid-solution samples differed
only by replacement of the KH2PO4 in the syringe with KH2AsO4 or by mixtures of
KH2PO4 and KH2AsO4. At the end of the experiments, precipitates were recovered
by filtration through 0.22 µm polypropylene membrane filters, repeated washing in
deionized water, and drying in an oven at 60 °C. No further processing or annealing of the samples was performed. The fine, white powders were characterized by
preliminary X-ray diffraction (XRD) to confirm formation of single-phase samples
consistent with the peak positions for hydroxylapatite, johnbaumite (AsHAP) (Dunn
et al. 1980), or positions intermediate between the end-members.
Two synthesis experiments (for pure AsHAP) were conducted following the
same procedure (method 1) at ambient temperature (ca. 22 °C) and at 40 °C. XRD
showed patterns typical of an amorphous phase, characterized by broad diffuse
features (Fig. 1).
A limited number of pure AsHAP samples were synthesized at ambient
temperature and at 90 °C using a second method (method 2), adapted from that
described by Myneni et al. (1998). For room-temperature syntheses, 0.8 g of highpurity reagent CaO (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.995%, surface area 22 m2/g) was placed
into a 250 mL PTFE vessel, and 200 mL of 72 mM Na2HAsO4 solution (prepared
from Na2HAsO4·7H2O; Sigma-Aldrich) were added to yield a 1 g/L suspension
with initial pH 11.5. The suspension was agitated at room temperature, open to air,
for 24 h. Final suspension pH was ~12. A similar procedure was used for sample
synthesis at 90 °C, the differences being that reaction tubes were sealed within a
pure nitrogen gas glovebox and then placed into a temperature-controlled oven at
90 ± 1 °C for 24 h. At the conclusions of the synthesis experiments, precipitates
were recovered as described above, and XRD confirmed formation of single-phase
johnbaumite.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
FTIR spectra were obtained for all samples using a Thermo Nicolet Nexus 670
FTIR spectrometer equipped with an HgCdTe detector. Samples were mixed with
KBr in uniform proportions and backgrounds were subtracted using a spectrum
from a KBr blank. FTIR spectra were obtained by averaging 200 scans collected
in diffuse reflectance mode from 4000 to 650 cm–1, with 1 cm–1 resolution.

NMR spectroscopy
31
P{1H} CP/MAS NMR spectra were collected on a 400 MHz Varian Inova
spectrometer (9.4 T) at operating frequencies of 161.8 and 399.8 MHz for 31P
and 1H, respectively. We used a Varian/Chemagnetics T3-type probe assembly,
with samples contained in 3.2 mm (o.d.) thin wall ZrO2 rotors. The acquisition
conditions for 31P{1H} CP/MAS experiments include a 5 kHz spinning rate and 5
ms contact time, with the transverse 31P field (γB1) ramped and centered near the
first sideband match. Proton decoupling was employed during acquisition of all
31
P{1H} CP/MAS spectra. The 31P chemical shifts are reported relative to external
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al. 2006). Magalhaes and Williams (2007) suggested that phosphate substitution in the arsenate compound could significantly
reduce its solubility.
The presence of dissolved phosphate in many natural settings
raises the possibility that phases intermediate in composition between Ca5(PO4)3OH and Ca5(AsO4)3OH may form in preference
to end-member compositions. Massuyes et al. (1969) describe
experimental syntheses of the complete Ca5(PxAs1–xO4)3OH
solid solution. Synthesis experiments conducted by Bothe and
Brown (1999a) failed to produce sample compositions spanning
the complete solid solution. They found that formation of nearly
pure AsHAP was favored over a broad range of As/P solution
ratios. Their synthesis method involved reaction of high-purity
Ca(OH)2(s) with arsenate- and phosphate-containing solutions
at room temperature. Results of experiments utilizing a different synthesis method indicate that compositions across the
complete solid-solution series can be readily synthesized at 100
°C and at ambient temperature (U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency 1998). This suggests that the compositional range of
synthesis products depends on the method used. Complete PO4AsO4 substitution has also been demonstrated in experimental
studies of apatite analogs, such as in the system Sr5(PO4)3OHSr5(AsO4)3OH (George et al. 1987).
The apatite structure is well known for accommodating a wide
range of chemical substitutions, which may occur at two positions normally occupied by Ca, A1 and A2 (or Ca1 and Ca2), the
tetrahedral B position, or in the column anion site, X. White and
Dong (2003) have attributed the diverse range of possible cation
substitutions to the inherent flexibility of the corner-connected
A1-BO4 framework that circumscribes the one-dimensional tunnels containing the A2-X components. Whereas the prototype
structure has hexagonal symmetry (P63/m), ordering and/or
distortions can reduce symmetry to monoclinic or triclinic in
some examples (Baikie et al. 2007).
For the present study, we have synthesized single-phase
samples having the apatite structure and spanning the complete
solid-solution series Ca5(PO4)3OH-Ca5(AsO4)3OH. The focus of
this paper is characterization of their structural properties using
X-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS),
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). In particular, we report Rietveld structure refinement results for samples across the complete solid solution,
including pure AsHAP, revealing the structural variation associated with AsO4 substitution in hydroxylapatite.

Method 1 at 75 oC

Method 1 at 40 oC

Method 1 at 22 oC
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Figure 1. XRD scans (CuKα) of products from two methods used
for synthesizing Ca5(AsO4)3OH (AsHAP) at various temperatures. The
two bottom scans are scaled differently from the top scans.
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85% H3PO4 solution, using hydroxylapatite as a secondary reference set to δP =
2.65 ppm. 1H MAS/NMR spectra were obtained with a Varian Chemagnetics
Infinity plus spectrometer operating at 500 MHz and a spinning rate of 8 kHz.
The 1H chemical shifts are referenced to tetramethylsilane by setting the hydroxyl
resonance of reagent grade hydroxylapatite to 0.2 ppm.

Powder X-ray diffraction and structure refinement
methods
Preliminary powder XRD data were collected on a Scintag diffractometer
(Bragg-Brentano geometry) over the range 5–75 °2θ using CuKα radiation and
a Ge solid-state detector. The sample was held in a flat cavity mount. Although
satisfactory for confirming that sample products were single phase, the data were
not satisfactory for structure refinement.
Powder XRD data were subsequently collected at the X16C beamline of the
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New
York, at a wavelength of 0.69707(1) Å for pure HAP and AsHAP and 0.69850(2) Å
for the other samples, with a Ge(111) crystal analyzer and NaI scintillation detector.
Samples were loaded into Lindemann glass capillaries of 1 mm nominal diameter,
which were spun during data collection, carried out at ambient temperature. Patterns
were collected in steps of 0.01° over the range 2–45°, with an average counting
time of 10 s per step. Intensities were normalized to the signal from an ion chamber
upstream of the sample. Each pattern was analyzed by the Rietveld method in space
group P63/m using Topas software (Bruker AXS 2005; Coelho 2000), including
a phenomenological model for anisotropic strain broadening (Stephens 1999). A
single isotropic displacement parameter, B, was refined for all atoms. No restraints
were applied in the fits, although the hydroxyl hydrogen atom was omitted.

Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
spectroscopy
Arsenic K-edge EXAFS data were collected in transmission mode at beamline
X11A of the National Synchrotron Light Source for AsHAP and AsO4-substituted
HAP samples. Samples were mixed with boron nitride in proportions required to
obtain an edge step of ∆µx = 1–1.5. Absorption was measured using gas-filled ion
chambers. A gold metal foil (LIII-edge 11918.7 eV) was used for energy calibration of the Si(111) monochromator. The second crystal of the monochromator
was detuned by 20% to minimize harmonic contributions. Data processing was
performed with the EXAFS data analysis program WinXAS (Ressler 1997). The
EXAFS function was extracted using a cubic spline. The χ(k) function was Fourier
transformed using k3 weighting, and shell-by-shell fitting was done in R-space.
Theoretical phases and amplitudes were calculated using FEFF7 (Zabinsky et al.
1995) for a johnbaumite structure model.

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
Weight loss measurements were made for HAP, AsHAP, and one intermediate
solid-solution sample using a Netzsch Jupiter STA 449 instrument with N2 as the
purge gas. The heating range was 30–1200 °C, with a heating rate of 10°/min.

Results and discussion
Solid-solution samples were synthesized for the nominal
compositions listed in Table 1. Samples are designated by the
percentage of As substitution (e.g., As43 has the As:P ratio of
43:57; As100 = AsHAP). A small portion of each synthesis product was dissolved in concentrated HNO3 and analyzed by DCP
(directly coupled plasma spectrophotometry) using appropriate
standards. Analyzed Ca, P, and As ratios were found to differ
slightly from nominal solution values as well as from values
determined by refinement as described below.
FTIR spectra
FTIR spectra of the HAP-AsHAP samples are shown in
Figure 2a. Spectra for the AsHAP samples synthesized using the
Ca(OH)2 method at 25 and 90 °C (not shown) are generally similar to that for the AsHAP shown in Figure 2a. Prominent bands at
approximately 880–830 cm–1 are attributable to the ν3-stretching
modes of the AsO3–
4 groups, and are consistent with the IR spectra

Table 1. Compositional data for Ca5(PxAs1–xO4)3OH solid-solution
samples
Sample
As:P in growth
As:P by DCP
As:P by structure
designation
solution
analysis
refinement
As100
100:0
100:0
100:0
As80
85:15
82:18
80:20
As66
70:30
68:32
66:34
As43
50:50
47:53
43:57
As24
30:70
30:70
24:76
As11
15:85
11:89
11:89
As0
0:100
0:100
0:100
Notes: Samples synthesized using method 1 at 75 °C. As100 is AsHAP (johnbaumite); As0 is HAP. As:P given in molar proportions.

shown by Massuyes et al. (1969) and Kusachi et al. (1996) for
synthetic AsHAP and natural johnbaumite samples, respectively,
as well as with the positions reported by Myneni et al. (1998)
for synthetic AsHAP. The FTIR spectrum for pure HAP shows
–1
the corresponding ν3 modes for PO3–
4 groups at 1100–1030 cm ,
and is consistent with other reported spectra for synthetic HAP.
Spectra of samples at intermediate compositions show distinct ν3
3–
modes for both AsO3–
4 and PO4 groups, with progressive changes
in overall intensity corresponding to As and P contents. However,
positions of these modes remain largely unchanged across the
solid solution. This two-mode behavior suggests little interaction
between P- and As-centered tetrahedra.
Broad absorption is evident over the range 3600–2700 cm–1
in all spectra and likely reflects the presence of H2O. An OHbending mode associated with bound water is evident at ~1650
cm–1 in all spectra. The sharp feature at ~3565 cm–1 is attributed
to an OH stretch. The position of this peak changes progressively
with As substitution, from 3571 cm–1 in HAP to 3560 cm–1 in
pure AsHAP (Fig. 2b).
Absorption bands at ~1455–1410 cm–1 indicate the presence
of carbonate (ν3, asymmetric stretching mode) in all samples
(Fig. 3). The ν2-bending mode of CO3 is also present in the
HAP spectrum at 873 cm–1, but is obscured in all of the AsO4containing samples by the prominent ν3 As-O-stretching modes.
In HAP, carbonate substitution is known to occur in OH sites
(type A) and PO4 sites (type B), with both substitutions occurring
in some samples (LeGeros et al. 1969). Most researchers have
concluded that carbonate substitution occurs dominantly in PO4
sites (type B) in HAP grown from low-temperature solutions
(cf. Wopenka and Pasteris 2005). There has been considerable
work addressing IR spectral characteristics that can be used to
distinguish substitution type. Doublet peaks in the ν3 mode at
~1535 and ~1463 cm–1 have normally been assigned to type
A carbonate, whereas doublet peaks at ~1456 and ~1422 cm–1
have been interpreted as type B carbonate (Rey et al. 1989; but
also see Fleet and Liu 2004, and Wilson et al. 2006). In the HAP
spectrum, we observe doublet peaks at ~1451 and 1419 cm–1,
which is consistent with type B carbonate. In the solid-solution
samples, the same ν3 doublet is observed, but the peak positions
shift to higher and lower wave numbers, resulting in greater
splitting with increasing AsO4 content (Fig. 3).
Thermogravimetric analysis
Weight loss curves for HAP, AsHAP, and the As43 solid solution are similar in shape but offset slightly (Fig. 4). All samples
show 2–3% weight loss upon heating from ambient temperature
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Figure 5 shows a portion of the powder X-ray diffraction
pattern of each of the seven samples. It is clear that each of
the samples is phase-pure, and their diffraction lines show a
progressive shift across the entire range of solid solutions. No
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Figure 2. (a) FTIR spectra of method 1 samples of the HAP-AsHAP
solid solution. Sample labels indicate percentage of As substitution as
determined by structure refinement. (b) Expanded view showing the
region with the sharp feature interpreted as OH stretching.

X-ray diffraction and structure refinements
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to ~500 °C. This is attributed to loss of adsorbed and structural
H2O. The rate of weight loss is lower in the interval from ~500
to 700 °C, followed by an interval of increased weight loss up
to 1000 °C, with some weight loss continues through 1200 °C.
Loss of CO3 in synthetic carbonate-containing HAP is reported
to occur over the temperature range 550–1000 °C, with most loss
occurring at 700–950 °C (Elliott 1994; Mayer et al. 1997; Ivanova
et al. 2001; Krajewski et al. 2005). The weight losses observed for
our samples over the range 550–1000 °C are 1.2–1.5%, or ~2%
if this range is extended to 1200 °C, and are likely due to loss
of CO2. These results indicate that small and similar amounts of
CO3 are present in the samples spanning the solid solution.
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Figure 3. FTIR spectra of HAP-AsHAP samples showing peaks
attributable to carbonate substitution. Sample labels indicate percentage
of As substitution as determined by structure refinement.
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Figure 4. Weight loss curves from thermogravimetric analysis
of AsHAP (As100), HAP (As0), and an intermediate solid solution
(As43).

evidence was observed for splitting of peaks that would indicate
monoclinic or triclinic symmetry. Rietveld refinements were
performed in space group P63/m and results are summarized in
Table 2. Comparisons of raw data and fits are shown for As100
(AsHAP) and As43 samples in Figure 6. Complete refinement
data and the raw and refined profiles are available as Supplementary information1. No account was taken in the refinements
Deposit item AM-09-028, Supplemental Information. Deposit
items are available two ways: For a paper copy contact the
Business Office of the Mineralogical Society of America (see
inside front cover of recent issue) for price information. For an
electronic copy visit the MSA web site at http://www.minsocam.
org, go to the American Mineralogist Contents, find the table of
contents for the specific volume/issue wanted, and then click on
the deposit link there.
1
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for hydroxyl H-atoms or the small amount of carbonate observed
from FTIR. The refined As occupancies for two intermediate
composition samples (As24; As43) are less than values determined by DCP analysis by several percent (Table 1), which we
attribute to dilution errors during acidification or presence of
poorly crystalline impurities, evidence for which is observed
in NMR spectra (below). We consider the refined occupancy
values to be more reliable.
The unit-cell parameters and cell volume increase smoothly
with increasing As content (Fig. 7). The a cell parameter is more
sensitive than c to substitution on the B site, as also found by
Mercier et al. (2007) for V substitution for P in fluorapatite. The
individual B-O distances in the averaged As,P tetrahedra increase
with increasing As content, as expected (Fig. 8). However, the
(As,P)-O1 distance increases more rapidly with increasing As
content until approximately 2/3 occupancy, after which no
further change is observed, indicating a greater distortion in the
averaged tetrahedra for intermediate compositions. Ca1-O and
Ca2-O distances (Fig. 9) exhibit relatively small or no changes
with As substitution. Therefore, expansion of the unit cell in

As0
As11

Sqrt (Normalized Intensity)

As24
As43

80

As66

60

As80

40

As100

20
0
11

12

13
14
2Θ (degrees)

15

16

Figure 5. Partial powder synchrotron X-ray diffraction patterns of
all seven samples.

response to AsO4 substitution is primarily a result of an average
expansion of the BO4 tetrahedra.
Replacement of PO4 by larger tetrahedra, such as AsO4 and
VO4, has the effect of increasing separation between Ca1 polyhedra, in which the six nearest oxygen atoms form metaprisms
that compose the ring-like A1-BO4 framework. The dilation of
this ring-like framework, which lies perpendicular to c, explains
the greater sensitivity of the a cell parameter to substitution of
As for P. Mercier et al. (2007) examined V substitution for P
in fluorapatite, and demonstrated that the V,P tetrahedra also
tilt as the average (V,P)-O distance increases with increasing V
content, accompanied by slight increases in Ca1-O bond length.
At highest V contents, the symmetry is reduced from the P63/m
observed for the P-rich fluorapatite samples. Baikie et al. (2007)
showed that limitations to expansion of the A1-BO4 framework
imposed by the A2-X tunnel components cause the tetrahedra to
undergo tilting that lowers the symmetry to triclinic. This was
also observed in Ca5(AsO4)3F and in Cd5(PO4)3F (Kreidler and
Hummel 1970; Baikie et al. 2007). In the former case, the size
of the B cation is increased relative to that in Ca5(PO4)3F, and
in the latter case the size of the A cation is decreased relative to
that in Ca5(PO4)3F.
Being aware of the potential for similar reduction of symmetry for the As-rich samples in the present work, and yet having
failed to see any clear evidence to support lower symmetry, we
carried out a refinement of the As100 sample in space group
P1 using positional parameters from triclinic Ca5(AsO4)3F as a
starting model (Baikie et al. 2007). The unit cell refined to values
that are indistinguishable within standard errors from hexagonal
values, and no improvement in fit was obtained. Calculated positions for diffraction peaks that would split as a result of triclinic
distortion were so close to one another that they would not be
distinguishable from our synchrotron data.
Expansion of the average size of As,P tetrahedra is also reflected in the widely considered metaprism twist angle, ϕ, giving
the rotation of the two triangular faces formed by O1 and O2
about Ca1 (Fig. 10) (White and Dong 2003). This angle varies
inversely according to the relative sizes of the A1-BO4 and the
A2-X constituents. For example, nearly a 10° variation in the
metaprism twist angle has been observed across a series of Ca
apatites (White and Dong 2003). On the other hand Mercier et
al. (2007) found a relatively small variation of the twist angle
(<2°) for substitution of P by V in a series of Ca5(VxP1–xO4)3F
apatites. The variation in the twist angle, ϕ, with average size
of the tetrahedral B ion in the present solid-solution series is
shown in Figure 10, with values listed in Table 2. The trend is

Table 2. Results of Rietveld structure refinements
		
As100
As80
As66
As43
As24
As11
As0
As frac
1
0.802(5)
0.657(4)
0.433(4)
0.242(4)
0.110(2)
0
a (Å)
9.7156(2)
9.6758(3)
9.6311(3)
9.5640(3)
9.5075(3)
9.4655(3)
9.4212(3)
c (Å)
6.9857(1)
6.9732(2)
6.9556(2)
6.9360(2)
6.9187(2)
6.9068(2)
6.8927(2)
V (Å3)
571.05(3)
565.35(3)
558.73(3)
549.42(3)
541.59(3)
535.89(3)
529.81(3)
Average (As,P)-O (Å)
1.697(4)
1.662(3)
1.649(3)
1.606(3)
1.576(3)
1.550(2)
1.541(4)
φtwist (°)
23.5(3)
25.5(3)
25.9(3)
25.5(3)
25.4(3)
24.5(2)
23.6(3)
Rwp (%)
7.05
6.38
6.33
6.03
6.96
5.19
8.96
Rexp (%)
3.43
4.00
2.88
2.80
5.18
2.70
7.51
2		
χ
4.23
2.55
4.82
4.64
1.81
3.69
1.42
Notes: As100 is AsHAP (johnbaumite); As0 is HAP. Numbers in parentheses are standard uncertainties computed by the least-squares Rietveld fit. As such, they
represent statistical precision propagated from the counting statistics. A realistic estimate of the experimental accuracy would be several times larger.
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Figure 6. Raw X-ray data (solid dots) and Rietveld refinement fits (line) for As43 (top) and As100 (bottom) samples. Raw data and fit are
shown on a square-root scale to increase visible dynamic range. The residual (data minus model) is shown on a linear scale.

asymmetric parabolic, with a maximum variation of 2.4(3)°.
The trend of increasing twist with increasing As content up to
As fraction 0.66 is consistent with the above explanation. We
cannot explain the decrease in twist angle at higher As values.
We note, however, that the observed trend is consistent with the
distortion between the (As,P)-O distances (Fig. 8), where the
(As,P)-O1 distance increases more rapidly than the (As,P)-O2
distance over the intermediate concentration range, which would
serve to accentuate the metaprism twist in this same range, as
is observed.
In the structure refinements, we ignored the small amount of

CO3 shown to be present, focusing instead on the influence of As
substitution. We cannot rule out the possibility that the presence
of CO3 may affect some of the trends that we have described,
including that for the metaprism twist angle. However, the low
CO3 contents (<2 wt%), and the similar amounts for the three
samples examined by TGA, would suggest that any such effect
is likely to be small.
EXAFS
Inasmuch as EXAFS is element specific, the As K-edge
EXAFS results allow us to compare the As-O distances with
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Figure 9. Ca-O distances for the (a) Ca1 and (b) Ca2 sites as a
function of refined As fraction. Errors are within the size of the symbols.
Lines are provided for ease of viewing.

AFS chi curves and FT magnitudes are nearly identical for all
samples, indicating that the local environment of As is essentially
the same in all samples. The fit results confirm that the average
As-O distance (As-O = 1.68 ± 0.01 Å) remains unchanged in all
samples. Fitted distances to Ca shells are largely similar among
the samples. As is understood from studies in other solid solutions, the As-O distance is conserved, and the smooth variation
in B-O distance observed from structure refinements reflects the
statistical average of As-O and P-O distances.

1.7
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Interatomic Distance (Å)

Cell Volume (Å 3)
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Interatomic Distance (Å)
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Figure 8. Refined (As,P)-O distances in the (As,P) tetrahedra as a
function of refined As fraction. Lines are provided for ease of viewing.

the average tetrahedral B-O distances determined by Rietveld
refinement, which show a progressive growth with increasing As
substitution (Fig. 8). The separation among the different As-O
distances in the AsO4 tetrahedron is too small to distinguish in
the EXAFS, so that a single oxygen shell was fit. Two calcium
shells were also fit. Figure 11 shows EXAFS chi functions and
corresponding Fourier transform (FT) magnitudes for the six
AsO4-containing samples. Fit results are given in Table 3. EX-

The 31P{1H} CP/MAS NMR spectra of samples along the
HAP-AsHAP series (Fig. 12) reveal a smooth variation in the
average local P environment. The HAP end-member yields a
symmetrical, relatively narrow 31P NMR peak, 1.3 ppm fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM), at a chemical shift of δP =
+2.65 ppm that is identical to previous reports. The occurrence
of an additional small peak near +7 ppm suggests the presence
of a minor amount of an unidentified impurity; a shoulder at
a similar chemical shift was also noted for the As-containing
samples. With increasing arsenate content the 31P NMR peak
occurs at increasingly higher chemical shifts and broadens. For
both peak width and position, the variation is nonlinear with mole
fraction of phosphate, displaying a distinct sigmoidal curvature.
An additional sample with a small amount of phosphate (1%)
was prepared for NMR analysis to complete the trend toward the
AsHAP end-member, which gives a chemical shift of δP = +3.65
ppm and a width of 2.2 ppm (FWHM). Attempts to obtain useful
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Figure 11. (a) k3-weighted EXAFS and (b) corresponding Fourier
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Table 3. EXAFS fitting results for Ca5(PxAs1–xO4)3OH solid-solution
samples

b)

Shell
CN
R (Å)
σ2 (Å2)*
E0 (eV)
Residual(%)†
As-O
4.5
1.68
0.001
2.62
14.3
As-Ca
0.3
3.19
0.001		
As-Ca
3.3
3.64
0.009		
As80
As-O
4.2
1.68
0.002
3.49
16.6
As-Ca
0.6
3.20
0.005		
As-Ca
3.6
3.64
0.01		
As66
As-O
4.2
1.68
0.002
2.59
15.9
As-Ca
0.3
3.20
0.001		
As-Ca
3.2
3.64
0.009		
As43
As-O
4.6
1.67
0.002
1.83
14.9
As-Ca
0.4
3.18
0.001		
As-Ca
3.2
3.63
0.008		
As24
As-O
4.3
1.68
0.002
3.26
13.1
As-Ca
0.7
3.19
0.004		
As-Ca
3.7
3.63
0.009		
As11
As-O
4.4
1.68
0.002
10.22
5.8
As-Ca
1.6
3.21
0.008		
As-Ca
3.7
3.64
0.009		
Notes: S02 value fixed at 1. Estimated errors are CN = ±20%; R = ±0.01 Å for first
shell, ±0.05 Å for higher shells; Debye-Waller factor = ±0.001 Å2 for first shell,
±0.005 Å2 for higher shells.
* Debye-Waller type factor.
Sample
As100

O4

a

Ca2
Ca1

ϕ

b
Figure 10. (a) Metaprism twist angle, ϕ, as a function of refined As
fraction. (b) View of HAP structure looking down [0001], showing the
metaprism twist angle, ϕ, which relates triangles formed by O1 and O2
atoms. Ca1 sites shown as metaprisms; Ca2 shown as spheres.

† Residual(%) =

As NMR spectra were not successful. Symmetrical peaks were
observed for all compositions, which indicates absence of any
significant anion clustering into HAP-like domains. Although
the chemical shift variation across the series is small (~1 ppm),
the presence of phosphate-rich clusters would be expected to
yield a shoulder or asymmetry toward the peak position for HAP,
because the NMR chemical shifts depend only on short-range
atomic configurations.
In contrast to the As EXAFS results, these NMR data indicate
some changes in the local structure of the phosphate tetrahedra
with As/P ratio across the solid-solution series. However, previously reported correlations of 31P chemical shifts with structural
data suggest that very small changes in bond length could account for these observations. For example, Cheetham et al.
(1986) relate variations in δP to the sum of the bond strengths
to the phosphate O atoms. The +1 ppm change in δP from As0
to As99 corresponds to a decrease in bond strength sum of less
75

N

∑| y
i =1

exp

( i) − ytheo( i) |

N

∑| y

exp

( i) |×100

i=1

with N the number of data points, yexp and ytheo experimental and theoretical
data points, respectively.

than 0.02, which can result from an increase in the average P-O
distance of less than 0.002 Å. 31P chemical shifts are expected
to depend also on pi bond order (e.g., Sternberg et al. 1990), so
variations in the P-O-Ca angles could also effect δP. Nonetheless, the form of the 31P chemical shift variation with composition does not resemble those for any of the cell dimensions or
average structure parameters, including metaprism twist angle.
Combined with the distribution of δP implied by the increase in
31
P peak width with increasing As content, this result suggests
that variations in local configuration are accommodated within
the average structure.
The 1H MAS/NMR spectra of all samples (not shown) contain
a relatively narrow peak at δH = 0.2 ppm for the apatite hydroxyl
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